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MAX PICKS

WHAT'S HOT? A round-up of the latest and greatest products that will make 
your life better and more healthful. Got a product you'd like to 
see featured? Email editor@maxsportsandfitness.com. 
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     VEGAN-FRIENDLY PROTEIN
Naturliga Protein is an all-natural, 100 
percent plant-based vegetarian protein powder 
made from pea protein isolate. It is dairy and 
soy free, gluten free, cholesterol free, non-GMO, 
made with all natural flavors, and contains 
no artificial colors. This is perfect for vegans/
vegetarians or anyone looking for a great-
tasting and satisfying protein shake. Available 
in delicious Vanilla and Chocolate flavors. 
Available at Max Muscle Nutrition stores. 

     ENERGY SPRAY?
Tired of energy drinks and powders? 
There's a new kid in town. Creatop 
is the only body spray that increases 
energy when applied directly to the 
skin. This innovative and patented 
product is the brainchild of Dr. David 
Stoll, a board-certified dermatologist. 
To discover more about this spray, 
visit CreatopSpray.com.

     THE ROCK HAS A BRAND NEW BAG
Dwayne "The Rock' Johnson recently launched Project 
Rock, a motivational lifestyle brand designed to 
help people everywhere achieve their goals. The first 
offerings are these two limited-edition uber functional 
bags (a backpack and a duffle) created in partnership 
with Under Armour. Get yours today at UA.com. 

    BUILD & RECOVER
AminoMax is a powerful blend of 
concentrated, high-quality amino acids 
formulated to support muscle growth and 
recovery. When used in combination 
with proper exercise and a healthy 
nutrition plan, AminoMax can help you 
achieve your physique goals! Visit your 
local Max Muscle Nutrition store for 
more information.

▲     JITTER-FREE 
FAT LOSS
Max LiquiCarn, a popular 
L-Carnitine supplement by Max Muscle 
Nutrition, now comes in three flavors: 
Lemon Lime, Fruit Punch, and Orange 
Fizz. If you want to lose fat or use 
fat as a fuel source during exercise 
and don't want the 'jitters,' then this 
is the product for you! Visit your local 
Max Muscle Nutrition store for more 
information

     NEW WORKOUT PARTNER
Want to work out anywhere with ease and definitely with some good resistance to help you get 
stronger and leaner? Enter the Theraband CLX Consecutive Loops Resistance Band. Better 
than your average workout band, this product is available in four individual resistance levels: Beginner, 
Intermediate, Advanced, and Elite. $24.95 at TherabandCLX.com.


